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 European materials
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Beads

 4864

Colors

11

Size

270x390

Main Bead Embroidery Kit The flag is a great DIY kit for beadwork (bead embroidery) 
from Abris Art with article AB-869 which you can buy right now and get delivery in a few days! This 
complete convenient set will give you an unforgettable watch when creating a real masterpiece! It 
is impossible to buy such a thing ready! Quality materials - natural canvas (textile) with bright 
high-precision printing image-scheme, the world's best Preciosa Ornela beads (Czech Republic), 
beaded needles from Japan and detailed instructions - everyone can create an unsurpassed picture 
of beads, made by hand . Beadwork has been known since ancient times. From ancient times, 
craftswomen admired their magnificent embroidery skills, first with pearls, and then from the 
middle of the 17th century with colored glass beads. Clothes were decorated with bugle, paintings 
were embroidered with images of different landscapes, churches, icons, etc. In our time, beadwork 
has become popular again. Elements of beads are used in the decoration of clothing, which gives it 
an original and neat look. Many styles in fashion do not do without beaded jewelry. Beads, as a 
material, have unlimited color possibilities, it is also available to everyone thanks to the Czech 
company Preciosa Ornela. Modern needlewomen not only successfully decorate clothes, but also 
shoes, purses, cases and handbags. Beadwork is very popular in patterns and sets depicting 
flowers, birds, animals and other subjects. For many women, beadwork has become a favorite 
hobby. This kind of creativity requires special skills, patience, dexterity and accuracy. Great mood 
and developed imagination play a big role. And the purchased, embroidered and tastefully decorated 
picture Main Bead Embroidery Kit The flag will bring an extra touch of warmth and comfort to your 
home, because its width is: 350 millimeters, height: 250 millimeters, and the number of beads 
(beads); 9326 pcs.
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